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Abstract

In order to reduce the large execution time of an existing ngerprint enhancement system, a parallel implementation method based on GPU via
CUDA is proposed. Firstly, the necessity and feasibility of employing parallel programming for the whole system are analyzed. Then pre-processing,
global analysis, local analysis and matched ltering of the whole ngerprint
enhancement system is designed, optimized and implemented respectively
using parallel computing technology via CUDA. Finally, numerous ngerprints from FVC2000 databases are tested and the obtained execution time
is compared with that of the CPU based system. The results show that the
execution time is signicantly reduced by using the parallel implementation
method based on GPU.
Adaptive Fingerprint Enhancement, CUDA, Parallel Programming, GPU Programming.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Automatic ngerprint identication systems (AFIS) are developed in the past 50
years. However, there are still some open research issues for AFIS especially when
the ngerprint images have poor qualities or the AFIS is implemented by utilizing
the cross-sensors. In order to improve the quality of the ngerprint image. Image
enhancement method is employed in AFIS. The main problem of ngerprint image
enhancement is dicult to extract the accurate ngerprint feature of the poor
quality images. An existing adaptive ngerprint image enhancement method[1]
is introduced to solve the issues in this article.
However, the adaptive image enhancement method has a large computation
quantity in some stages of the method where more than tens of thousands loops
are employed for computation. The loops take a lot of time. The average execution time of the method is approximately 3.5s for enhancing ngerprint images
with the size 300*300 pixel. It is time-consuming in a practical situation. In order
to speed up the image enhancement method, GPU (Graphics Processing Unit)
programming is proposed in this thesis paper, since GPU can parallelly perform
the computations, and further reduce the number of loops.
GPU is a powerful multithreaded processor which is suitable for parallel computation. In addition, GPU provides the texture memory, shared memory and
atomic operation to make the codes running more eciently. Nowadays, GPU
becomes low-cost [2]. Thus, increasing number of image processing projects employing GPU for improving the execution speed. CUDA (Compute Unied Device
Architecture) is a platform developed by NVIDA corporation which is being used
for GPU to solve complex computing problems. CUDA platform simplies the
GPU programming a lot[3]. As a result, GPU programming via CUDA become
popular and eective in signal processing especially in image processing [4, 5].
Hence, CUDA programming is utilized to speed up the ngerprint enhancement
method in thesis paper.
In a word, in order to speed up the proposed existing ngerprint enhancement
method, GPU programming via CUDA platform is applied in this paper.

1
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1.2 Problem Statement
In this thesis paper, GPU programming via CUDA is proposed for speeding up the
original method. However, some obstacles to this project may make the system
speeding up fail.
Firstly, as the paper mentioned in section 1.1, CUDA can utilize a large number of threads to parallelly perform the computations. Hence, eciency of the
system which has tens of thousands loops can be improved by applying the GPU
programming. However, in fact, computation ability of CPU for single computation is better than GPU. CPU takes less time than CUDA to perform the
same single computation. Therefore, if the computation load of the system is not
enough large, CUDA will not speed up the system, and even take more time to
execute the codes.
Secondly, since parallel computation is utilized in CUDA programming, the
original serial codes of the method need to be modied, even rewrote to parallelize
the programming and further reduce the number of loops so that the system
can be speeded up as much as possible. Nevertheless, some serial algorithms or
funtions cannot be parallelized. Hence, before implementing the system, it needs
to be analyzed if the method can be parallelized.
It takes plenty of time for GPU to initialize the system especially where the
GPU allocates the memory for device data. The initialization time will aect the
eciency of the system.
Last but not least, the quality of ngerprints enhanced by the method implemented with CUDA should be nearly same as the quality of enhanced ngerprints
of an original method which is only implemented with CPU programming.
It is stressed that the proposed method of thesis paper consists of several stages
such as pre-proseccing,global analysis and local adaptive analysis. These stages
can be independently performed with parallel programming. Thus, whether these
stages can be speeded up needs to be analyzed respectively.

1.3 Research Questions
According to the problem statement, this section provides the research questions
of this thesis paper.
1. Can pre-processing be speeded up by parallel CUDA programming? What
an extent can the speed of pre-processing be improved?
2. Can global analysis be speeded up by parallel CUDA programming? What
an extent can the speed of global analysis be improved?
3. Can local analysis be speeded up by parallel CUDA programming? What
an extent can the speed of local analysis be improved?
4. Does the CUDA performed system obtain the nearly same quality of enhanced image as the system implemented by CPU? How large is the dierence
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between these two systems?

1.4 Survey of Related works
The survey of related works of this paper is divided into two parts. Firstly, various
ngerprint image enhancement methods are introduced. Then the related work
of GPU programming is discussed in this section as well.
Fingerprint image enhancement methods are developed during these years.
One of the classical methods is employing contextual lter for enhancing the
quality of the ngerprint image. According to [6, 7], this method proposes a lter
based on four respective parameters of every ngerprint pattern to detect the
horizontal edge. The vertical direction is detected by a lter which is designed
based on the original horizontal detection lter[8]. The second traditional method
utilizes Gabor lter which is band pass lter to reduce the noise. The Gabor lter
is performed after the segmentation of the ngerprint image. The typical method
uses tuned block size for segmentation. [9] employes a method to estimate the
appropriate block size.
Some important parameters like local area size are xed values in classical
ngerprint enhancement methods. Although, the suitable size can be estimated
by some methods, the quality of some enhanced ngerprint pattern may be not
enough where the feature of image and sensor varies. Thus, the parameters should
adapt to the feature of a ngerprint image and sensor. This article proposes
an adaptive ngerprint image enhancement method which was introduced in [1].
This method adapts local area size of the image and sensor variability. Therefore,
quality requirement of each local area can be satised.
Employing GPU programming for speeding up the ngerprint enhancement
system has been a popular research topic.
As the paper mentioned, local analysis is the important part of the ngerprint enhancement method. [5] provides two ngerprint local feature extraction
methods, Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and the Speeded-Up Robust
Feature (SURF). In order to reduce the response and identify time, these two
methods employ the CUDA for performing these two methods. Because of the
enhancements, SURF should be more ecient than SIFT. However, SURF runs
slower than SIFT on GPU. The reason is that the transformation between GPU
and CPU takes too much time. Hence, the transformation between GPU and
CPU needs to be focused on the implementation.
Another CUDA based ngerprint enhancement system is illustrated in [10].
The speedup ratio of the system is about 3. This paper made a summary that the
factors which inuence the performance include the quality of ngerprint image,
the size of data and possibility of parallelization of the algorithm. However, this
method did not utilize the shared memory and texture memory which can further
speed up the system. Thus, the shared memory, texture memory is considered in
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this article to improve the eciency of the system as much as possible.

1.5 Outline of the thesis
The whole thesis paper is structured as:
Chapter 1 provides the introduction of the thesis. Motivation, problem statement, research questions and a survey of related works are introduced in this
chapter.
Chapter 2 illustrates the background knowledge of this thesis paper. The
background knowledge consists of an existing image enhancement method and
basic knowledge of GPU programming.
Chapter 3 analyzes the necessity and feasibility of employing CUDA programming for the proposed ngerprint image enhancement method.
Chapter 4 introduces the implementation of the proposed adaptive ngerprint
image enhancement method.
Chapter 5 gives the results of experiments of the ngerprint enhancement
method which is implemented with CUDA.
Chapter 6 integrates the results of experiments and analyzes the performance
of the proposed method.
Chapter 7 is a conclusion of the whole thesis paper. In addition, insucient
parts and future works are discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 2
Background

A proposed adaptive ngerprint image enhancement method and the basic knowledge about GPU programming are explained in this chapter.

2.1 Adaptive Fingerprint Enhancement Model
This paper proposes an adaptive ngerprint enhancement method[1]. The main
part of the proposed method is the case that utilizing the local spectral peaks of
the nger print image for designing matched lter. Then background segmentation together with contextual ltering are applied in this method based on the
location and magnitude of the local spectral peaks. Three reasons for using local
spectral peaks are as follows. Firstly, the local ngerprint image can be approximatively seen as a sinusoidal signal where the dominant peaks could be found
in the magnitude spectrum. Secondly, location of a dominant local spectral peak
can be used to determine the orientation of the local ngerprint patch. Last but
not least, the magnitude of local spectral peak inuences the quality of local ngerprint image. Proposed model consists of pre-processing, global analysis, local
adaptive analysis, matched ltering and Image segmentation. Figure 2.1 illustrates the diagram of the adaptive ngerprint image enhancement model. Where
I(n1 , n2 ) is the input image signal, X(n1 , n2 ) is image after pre-processing, is the

Global analysis
X(n1,n2)
I(n1,n2)

Pre-processing

Local analysis

Image segmentation

Matched filtering

Figure 2.1: Processing diagram of the method
5
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D(x)

u(x)

MQU

D0(x)

MQU

D1(x)

MQU

Figure 2.2: Diagram of a MQU
fundamental frequency given by global analysis, M (n1 , n2 ) is image after segmentation, Y (n1 , n2 ) is nal result. These several parts of the model are introduced
in the following sub-chapters.
2.1.1

Pre-processing of the Finger Image

The main part of pre-processing is Successive Mean Quantization Transform
(SMQT)[11, 12]. Generally, each pixel of the ngerprint image is quantized in 256
gray-scal levels and each pixel is made up of eight bits. However, there is no need
to use all 256 gray-scal levels in the practical situation, this may inuence the
quality of result of ngerprint image enhancement system especially for the high
noisy ngerprint image. Therefore SMQT is utilized for adjusting the gray-scal
levels in the pre-processing part.
SMQT

SMQT consists of several Mean Quantization Unites(MQU). Each MQU calculates the mean of sample data and the sample data are further quantized and
divided into two subsets. Figure 2.2 shows the diagram of a MQU. Where the
result of quantization is denoted as u(x), D(x) is input data, D0 and D1 are the
subsets after comparison and separation. The sample data larger than the mean
value is assigned to D1 , remaining data are assigned to D0 . SMQT can be regarded as a binary tree of the MQU. Figure 2.3 illustrates the blocks of the SMQT
method. Where each level of SMQT calculates the average value of data from
the previous level. In addition, input data from last level are quantized and split
into two subsets which is input for next level. With utilizing increasing level of
MQU, more details of the image are reserved. SMQT adjusts the number of bits
which are the dynamic range of each pixel and enhance the quality of image. The
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MQU

Level 1

MQU

MQU

Level 2

MQU

MQU

MQU

MQU

Level 3

Figure 2.3: Diagram of the SMQT method
SMQT method is only determined by the number of the level of MQU, which is
denoted as B .The parameter B corresponds to the number of bits in each pixel.
Here, B level SMQT is denoted as SM QTB {} .
The level is eight in pre-processing. Thus, after pre-processing the dynamic
range is still eight bits, but the gray-scal is quantized. As the diagram of the whole
model given before, the results of pre-processing is X(N1 , N2 ) = SM QTB {} .
Figure 2.4 shows the original ngerprint image and the image after pre-processing.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: The original ngerprint (a) and SMQT enhanced ngerprint (b)
Generally, low quality ngerprint images carry the serious local contrast vi-
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Figure 2.5: The magnitude spectrum of ngerprint image
bration. This problem has an impact on local spectral peak extraction in the
following steps of the model. Therefore, SMQT method is performed in the preprocessing to reduce the vibration and provide a reliable and robust ngerprint
image for global analysis.
2.1.2

Global Analysis

As the paper mentioned before, local ngerprint image can be approximatively
seen as a sinusoidal signal. Hence the dominant spectral peak can be found in the
magnitude spectrum of local ngerprint image. In fact, magnitude spectrum of
the whole image contains a peak and circular structure around the origin.Figure
2.5 shows the magnitude spectrum of the whole ngerprint image[13, 14]. Its
means that the frequency feature of local ngerprint image is almost same only
varying the local direction. According to thesis paper[15], this circular structure
can be employed for detecting ngerprint pattern. The frequency of the dominant
peak of the circular structure denoted as the fundamental frequency is estimated
in this global analysis.
Global analysis mainly consists of data-outlier suppression, radial frequency
histogram and fundamental frequency estimation as Figure 2.6 shown where
X(n1 , n2 ) is the image after pre-processing, ωf is the fundamental frequency.
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X(n1,n2)
Median filter 3×3

FFT2

Radial histogram
estimator

smoothing

arg maxω
Ah（ω）

ωf
Figure 2.6: Processing blocks of global analysis
Data-outlier suppression

The rst step of global analysis is utilizing the 3 × 3 median lter for suppressing data outliers. The output of the median lter is denoted as Z(n1 , n2 ) =
M edian3×3 {X(n1 , n2 )}.
Radial frequency histogram

In this step, a two-dimensional Fourier transform F (ω1 , ω2 ) = F{Z(n1 , n2 )} is
applied to the signal Z(n1 , n2 ), where ω1 and ω2 are normalized frequency. The
polar form is used to represent the image data in the frequency domain, i.e.,
F (ω1 , ω2 ) ≡ F (ω, Θ), where ω1 = ωsinθ, ω2 = ωcosθ.
In order to gain the radial frequency histogram A(ω) ,the magnitude spectrum
|F (ω, θ)| is integrated according to

Z 2π
1
|F (ω, θ)dθ|
A(ω) =
2π 0
Z
1 2π
=
|F (ω, θ)|dθ.
π 0

(2.1)
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Fundamental frequency estimation

Because of the impulse noise in the frequency histogram, smoothing lter is utilized for reducing the noise, and the ltered signal is denoted as AS (ω). The
fundamental frequency is determined by calculating the radial frequency at which
the frequency histogram reaches the largest value.

ωf = argω∈ωmin,π max AS (ω),

(2.2)

where ωmin is the lower boundary which is employed for avoiding the risk of
erroneous peak values caused by low frequency noise. The lower boundary ωmin
can be gained according to

ωmin =

2 × π × 10
.
max(N1 , N2 )

(2.3)

In reality, radial frequency is discrete. Hence, in order to smooth the frequency
histogram this thesis proposes applying a FIR lter H(Z) = 15 (1 + z −1 + z −2 +
z −3 + z −4 ). The fundamental area size Lf is further calculated as

Lf =

2π
,
ωf

(2.4)

where ωf is the fundamental frequency. This thesis utilizes the local adaptive
ngerprint image which is related to fundamental area size towards local ngerprint feature for improving the performance of ngerprint image enhancement.
The adaptive characteristic is built on a window size which is depended on fundamental area size for all the steps of the method. Thus, parameter tuning towards
dierent sensor or applications is not necessary in this thesis.
2.1.3

Local Adaptive Analysis

Local adaptive analysis is utilized for estimating the location and magnitude of
the local dominant spectral peaks based on the adaptive fundamental area size.
As the thesis paper referred to in chapter 3, the local ngerprint pattern can
be approximatively seen as a sinusoidal signal. Thus, the magnitude spectrum
of each ngerprint pattern has two dominant spectral peaks. Figure 2.7 shows
the ngerprint pattern and its magnitude spectrum. The frequency feature of
dominant spectral peaks indicates the orientation and quality of spatial signal[16,
17]. The spatial signal is oriented towards the direction of these two dominant
spectral peaks. In addition, the magnitude of dominant spectral peaks carries
the information about the quality of signal. Orientation and magnitude of peaks
are discussed in local adaptive analysis.
Figure 2.8 illustrates the processing diagram of local adaptive analysis. Local
area size M in local analysis in calculated as

M = 2[

k × Lf
+ 1] − 1,
2

(2.5)
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(a)
(b)

Figure 2.7: A local area of ngerprint (a) and its magnitude spectrum (b).

X(n1,n2)

Lf
M+,M-

SMQT

Transformation
windowing Zero padding

Re-examination test

Spectral features
estimator

Local spectral features

Figure 2.8: Processing blocks of adaptive local analysis, where X(n1 , n2 ) is SMQT
enhanced signal, Lf is the fundamental area size obtained in global analysis. M+
and M− is larger and smaller local size.
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where k is a design parameter which is utilized for controlling the size of the local
area. Because region, deltas, cores and minutiae exist in the ngerprint image,
the local ngerprint may cannot be regarded as pure sinusoidal signal. Therefore
this paper employs two area size M+ and M− , where M+ = (1 + η) × M and
M− = (1 − η) × M . η ∈ [0, 1] is designed to control the change of local area
size. Local area sizes introduced herein including M , M+ and M− are adaptively
chosen according to the variability of the ngerprint image. [18, 19, 20] propose
another similar method to provide the dierent size window for local ngerprint
image. This proposed method which automatically changes the size of the window
is based on global analysis.Comparing to this method, the method proposed in
this thesis paper focuses on the local ngerprint variability. Thus the method
mentioned in this paper adapts the local ngerprint features better.Each local
area Jn1 ,n2 (m1 , m2 ) which is based on the input signal X(n1 , n2 ) can be denoted
as
Jn1 ,n2 (m1 , m2 ) = X(n1 + m1 , n2 + m2 ),
(2.6)
where m1 = (− M2−1 ... M2−1 ) and m2 = (− M2−1 ... M2−1 ). After obtaining the local
area. Four steps of the local analysis will be introduced in the following subscribers.
Two-bit SMQT enhancement

The rst step applies to SMQT algorithm to adjust dynamic range of each local
area. Although the ngerprint image is pre-processed, poor contrast between
ngerprint and background may still exist and has an impact on extracting and
analyzing the local ngerprint spectral feature. Hence in order to enhance the
contrast before analyzing the local ngerprint feature, SMQT method is carried
out for each ngerprint pattern.
The performance of SMQT method is depended on the number of bits of
dynamic range. However, the method with a high level is much more complicated and time-consuming. The purpose of the thesis paper is speeding up the
ngerprint image enhancement as much as possible. 8-bits SMQT has been employed in global analysis. In addition, only 2-bits SMQT can be implemented
by parallel processing with CUDA. Hence 2-bits SMQT method is enough in
this step. The 2-bits SMQT enhanced signal is denoted as H(m1 , m2 ), where
H(m1 , m2 ) = SM QT2 {Jn1 ,n2 (m1 , m2 )} and Jn1 ,n2 (m1 , m2 ) is local area signal.
Data transformation, windowing, zero padding

In order to improve the performance of extracting and analyzing the local spectral
peak, a data-driven transformation. Two dimensional Hamming windows and zero
padding are done in this step.
Two dimensional Hamming window herein are carried out for each ngerprint
pattern to suppress side lobes. Because of that local area of ngerprint is similar to
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a sinusoidal signal if the valley of signal nearly locates at the center of ngerprint
pattern, two dimensional Hamming windows will suppress adjacent rides. Local
spectral peaks are further suppressed. Eventually the estimation of the local
spectral features become inaccuracy. An arithmetic means is employed in this
paper for avoiding this risk. It is noted that the calculation of arithmetic mean
is based on data which belong to center area of ngerprint pattern. Arithmetic
mean H̄ is computed as

H̄ =

K
K
X
X
1
H(k1 , k2 ),
(2K + 1)2 k =−K k =−K
1

(2.7)

2

where parameter bK = (M − 1)/4c controls the size of the center area. The
approach to utilize arithmetic means is illustrated as

H(m1 , m2 ) ← 2B − 1 − H(m1 , m2 ),

(2.8)

where 2B−1 is the maximal data value for B-bits SMQT enhanced image since
B is the number of dynamic range, if H̄ > 2B−1 . B herein is equivalent to
2 due to the rst step of local adaptive analysis. The data local area will be
inverted, if the arithmetic mean of the center area value is larger than half of the
maximal data value, which means that the valley of spatial signal locates at the
center of ngerprint pattern. Two dimensional Fourier transform is employed for
transformed local area. In order to obtain the proper resolution of local frequency
spectrum, zero padding is applied to each local area. This paper utilizes two
dimensional Hamming windows which mentioned before for suppressing the side
lobes and smoothing the zero padded local area. Finally, two dimensional Fourier
is carried out in each local area.
Spectral features estimation

This thesis paper has mentioned that estimation of location and magnitude of two
local dominant spectral peaks is signicant for adaptive ngerprint enhancement
system. This stage is utilized for adaptively estimating the spectral features. The
magnitude spectrum which is denoted as G(ω1 , ω2 ) = |F {H(m1 , m2 )}| is input
of this stage, where H(m1 , m2 ) is the local area data which is transformed, zero
padded and windowed. Then location and magnitude of two dominant spectral
peak can be found by frequency analysis, where the locations are denoted as
ωH,D1 , ωH,D2 , ωV,D1 and ωV,D2 magnitudes of two peaks is denoted as pD1 and
PD1 . D1 is the largest spectral peak, and is second largest peak. ωH and ωV are
the horizontal frequency and vertical frequency of the dominant spectral peak.
In order to adaptively adjust the size of the local area, the quality of frequency
feature estimation is measured. Due to the bias of window which may exits in
D1
maximal magnitude, PPmax
is employed for evaluating the quality of largest spectral
D2
quantify the relationship between these PD1 and
peak comparing to Pmax . PPD1
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PD2 . It is stressed that these measures are done for each local area. Thus, the
quality of each local area can be assessed according to
Q=

PD1
PD2
+ (1 −
),
Pmax
PD1

(2.9)

where the quality of each local area is denoted as Q. If the local ngerprint image
is nearly same as a sinusoidal signal, PD1 will be close to Pmax and PPD2
will be
D1
almost zero. Hence, Q = 0 means the worst quality. On the contrary Q = 2
means that the local area has the best quality.
Adaptive local area reexamination

As the paper mentioned, the quality of each local area can be measured after
spectral feature estimation. Because of the existence of region, deltas, cores and
minutiae in the local ngerprint image, the quality of spectral feature estimation
may not satisfy the expectation. It is necessary to propose the larger or smaller
local area size for low quality local area. Thus, threshold QT is designed in this
thesis paper for reexamination.
A reexamination will be carried out, if Q < QT . The repetition of the rst
three stages of adaptive local analysis is required for larger local area M+ × M+
and smaller local area M− × M− . The new qualities Q+ and Q− are further
measured. It is noted that the reexamination is employed only once for each low
quality local area. Eventually this thesis paper chooses the spectral feature with
the best quality among Q, Q+ and Q− .
2.1.4

Matched Filtering

As thesis paper mentioned before, the magnitude spectrum of local area contains
a dominant spectral peak. The horizontal and vertical frequency of this peak is
denoted as ωH,D1 and ωV,D1 ,
In order to improve the estimation of frequency ωH,D1 and ωV,D1 , where cores,
deltas and minutiae are located at the noisy local area, this paper proposes a
α-trimmed mean lter to avoid the problem. It is noted that
qsmoothing method
2
2
+ ωV,D1
and
is based on the polar coordinate ωD and θD , where ωD = ωH,D1
ω

V,D1
θD = arctan( ωH,D1
). A observation window is performed for the -trimmed mean
lter. The size of the window is (2L + 1) × (2L + 1) where L = [γ × Lf ],
Lf is the fundamental area size and γ is designed to control the size of the
window. The lter sorts the data which are winnowed by that observation window
and calculates the average value of the central windowed values with the size of
(1 − α) × (2L + 1)2 , where is a design parameter. Sample data outside the
central area are excluded. The size of the observation window is based on the
fundamental area size Lf , which adapts to ngerprint. Thus, the lter adapts to
the ngerprint as well.
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In order to avoid the risk of irregular smoothing performance, the polar angle is
wrapped around 0 and π before employing the lter. The polar angle is recovered
after ltering. The ltered coordinates are ω˜D and θ˜D , where the new horizontal
and vertical frequency is denoted as ω̃H,D1 = ω˜D × cos(θ˜D ) and ω̃V,D1 = ω˜D ×
sin(θ˜D ). A matched lter f (m1 , m2 ) with the size 2N + 1 × 2N + 1 is designed
based on the smoothed frequency, where (m1 , m2 ) ∈ [−N, N ]. This lter matches
the data of each local area is computed as
π
}.
(2.10)
N = round{
max(|ω̃H,D1 |, |ω̃H,D1 |)
The lter is designed according to

f (m1 , m2 ) = φ(m1 , m2 ) × τ (m1 , m2 ),

(2.11)

where φ(m1 , m2 ) is a cosine function with the same frequency and orientation as
the dominant spectral peak,i.e.,

φ(m1 , m2 ) = cos(ω̃V,D1 × m2 + ω̃H,D1 × m1 ),

(2.12)

and τ (m1 , m2 ) is an orthogonal tapering function which tapers the basis function
φ(m1 , m2 ), τ (m1 , m2 ) is calculated as

τ (m1 , m2 ) = cos(C × (−ω̃V,D1 × m2 + ω̃H,D1 × m1 )),

(2.13)

where design parameter C is applied to control the orthogonal tapering function
τ (m1 , m2 ). The result of matched ltering at the point (n1 , n2 ) is the ltered
local area according to

Y (n1 , n2 ) =

N
X

N
X

fn1 ,n2 (m1 , m2 ) × X(n1 + m1 , n2 + m2 ),

(2.14)

m1 =−N m2 =−N

where X(n1 + m1 , n2 + m2 ) is the local area of the point (n1 , n2 ). A similar
matched ltering method is introduced in [21].
2.1.5

Image Segmentation

Generally, ngerprint scanners have dierent size of the sensor. It means that
maybe the ngerprint scanned by the scanner with large sensor area only occupy
a part of the image. In order to remove the irrelevant part of the image, this paper
proposes the image segmentation method. The image segmentation employs a
binary mask to the enhanced image from the matched ltering. Details of the
image segmentation herein are described in [22], where the binary mask is based
on the spectral feature of the local area. In addition, according to [22], the
irrelevant part obtained by binary mask is removed by another post processing
stage. After employing the ve stages mentioned in chapter 3, the nal output
enhanced ngerprint is obtained.
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Host(CPU)

Serial Code

Kernel

Device(GPU)

blockIdx

threadIdx

Block
(0,0)

Block
(0,1)

Thread
(0,0)

Thread
(0,1)

Block
(1,0)

Block
(1,1)

Thread
(1,0)

Thread
(1,1)

Synchronization

Serial Coda

blockIdx
Block
(0,0)

Block
(0,1)

Block
(1,0)

Block
(1,1)

Kernel

Figure 2.9: CUDA programming model

2.2 CUDA programming
The adaptive ngerprint enhancement method proposed in this paper has a larger
computation so that the proposed method is time-consuming. In order to speed
up the method, GPU programming is employed. There are several platforms
for GPU programming, where CUDA is a frequently-used platform. CUDA is
utilized in this paper to implement the ngerprint enhancement system. Basic
knowledge of CUDA programming is introduced in this section.
2.2.1

CUDA Programming Model

The CUDA programming model[23] can be viewed as applying a processor to
process the data in parallel. In addition, the codes can be executed by both
host(CPU) and device(GPU) in this model. CUDA can parallelly perform a large
number of computations by employing kernel functions which is executed in GPU.
Kernel funtion has the qualier __global__ and it is excuted by every thread
which is dened by kernel funtion.Each kernel function utilizes grids, blocks and
threads to parallelize the program. Grids are made up of blocks. Blocks are
parallel invocations for CUDA programming. Each block consists of the same
number of threads. The CUDA programming model is illustrated by Figure 2.9.
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In Figure 2.9, after executing the serial codes, the data are transfered form
host to device and further processed by kernel function. Kernel function employs
each thread with its index to execute the codes. The indexs of every block and
the threads within this block are denoted as blockIdx and threadIdx. The size
of each block is blockDim. Hence, the index of every thread of kernel function
can be obtained according to

tid = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.x,

(2.15)

where tid is the index of each thread. Then kernel function is executed. Every
thread has a copy of kernel function. In addition, the threads with dierent index
run parallelly so that computation can be performed parallelly in CUDA. It is
noted that there is a limitation on the size of blocks. The limitation is depended
on GPU. Generally, the size is not larger than 1024. When kernel function is
nished, synchronization function is applied, where synchronization function is
introduced in detail in the following sections. Then the program transfers data
from device to host and runs the serial codes and next kernel function.
2.2.2

Shared memory and reduction

Every thread is independent of each other in GPU[24]. It means that a thread
cannot read or write the data declared by the other thread. Nevertheless, data
of threads is needed to be reused by other threads in solving some practical
problems such as summation, maximization and minimization. In order to solve
these problems, global memory is usually employed in C programming. However,
CUDA provides a shared memory with the qualier __shared__ which is much
faster to access than global memory(The speed of accessing shared memory is
1.7TB/s, while for global memory the speed is 150GB/s.). After declaring the
shared memory, a copy of shared memory is created by CUDA for each block.
The threads within one block can save and share the data in shared memory.
Hence, the size of shared memory is depended on the number of threads within
one block. It is worth noting that Shared memory has the same lifetime as a
block in the kernel function.
Exactly, the problems such as summation, maximization and minimization
can be abstracted as a general approach to that perform the computations for
input data to obtain the results of a smaller size and then repeat the computations until gaining a nal result. This approach is called reduction[25]. CUDA
can parallelize the computations, save, share and update the temporary results
by utilizing shared memory. Hence, reduction is usually applied by CUDA programming to solve summation, maximization and minimization. The approach
of reduction by using CUDA is illustrated in Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10 shows an example of summation reduction. The threads add two
shared values and save the temporary results in shared memory. Only the threads
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Figure 2.10: The approach of summation reduction
with the index which is not larger than half size of the input array, perform the
addition. Because two shared values are combined into one, the remaining result
array only has the half size of the input array. Then the remaining array are
further added by threads. After three steps, the sum of eight input values is
obtained. It is stressed if there are N input values for a block, log2 (N ) steps will
be executed for reduction.
2.2.3

Synchronization

As the paper mentioned in reduction, each thread saves the result in shared memory and then another thread reads the result as input of the next step. It may be
dangerous, because before a thread saves the new result, another thread maybe
has read the original value. In order to avoid the risk, synchronization function
__syncthreads() is provided in GPU programming. The synchronization function guarantees that each thread within a block has to execute all the instructions
prior to __syncthreads() before run next instruction.
However, synchronization function also brings some troubles in a practical
situation, where some threads execute the instructions but other threads don't.
This situation is called thread divergence. Under normal conditions, thread divergence just results in some of the threads left unused. But it maybe dangerous that
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Table 2.1: Example of using synchronization in thread divergence

if (threadIdx.x < blockDim/2)
{
__syncthreads();
}

employing the synchronization function in the thread divergence. Synchronization function guarantees that no threads can execute the instructions psterior to
__syncthreads(), unless all the threads execute the synchronization function. If
synchronization function is applied in the thread divergence, the threads left unused will not execute the __syncthreads(). Due to the synchronization function,
the device waits forever for that all threads execute the __syncthreads(). Table
2.1 provides an example of this situation. This is a simple example of a thread
divergence. threadIdx.x is the index of thread, blockDim is the size of the block.
Thus, only the half treads of a block can execute the synchronization function,
and the device waits for other threads forever. In order to solve the problem, the
synchronization function should be outside the determine a statement.
2.2.4

Conclusion

This section introduces basic and practical knowledge of GPU programming. It is
noted that there are still some useful tools of GPU programming for speeding up
the system such as texture memory, atomic operation, fast math function and so
on. Because these tools are not so important as the knowledge introduced before
in this section, the details of these tools are not illustrated in this article.
The aim of the paper is speeding up the existing ngerprint enhancement
method as much as possible. Therefore, in order to reach the aim, all the methods
of GPU programming are considered in this thesis paper.
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Chapter 3
Thesis Part I :Analysis

As described in the background, The existing ngerprint image enhencement system mainly consists of 4 parts (i.e.,pre-processing, global analysis, local analysis
and matched ltering). Before implementing each part based on GPU via CUDA,
the analysis of each part will be done in each section of this chapter emphasis on
the feasibility of optimizing the implementation based on GPU and the necessity
to speed up by using parallel operations.

3.1 Pre-processing
In the pre-processing, the ngerprint image is processed through an 8 level Successive Mean Quantization Transform (SM QT8 )[26]. Whether the SM QT8 could
or should be implemented parallelly based on GPU is the key question.
start
i=0

i<8?

Memory for
input image

i level MQUs

Memory for
output image

i++

end

Figure 3.1: A rough ow chart of SM QT8 , where the i level M QU s means the
Mean Quantization Units in level i
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Successive Mean Quantization Transform

Generally, the program ow of the SM QT8 can be described as the Figure 3.1
shown. Each loop has to read the input memory, calculate the means, quantize
the values and write to the output memory. What's more, the M QU s in the
corresponding loop are dependent on the previous loop. As a result, it is not
possible to operate each loop in parallel. On the other hand, it only cost a few
milliseconds to run this preprocessing based on CPU and therefore it is also not
necessary to speed up this part by using GPU.
Conclusion

To sum up, the pre-processing can not and also not necessary to be implemented
in parallel based on GPU via CUDA.

3.2 Global analysis
The global analysis mainly consists of a 3 × 3 median lter[27], a two dimensional
Fast Fourier Transformation(FFT2) and a radial histogram estimator which will
be analysed in the following subsections respectively.
Median Filter

Table 3.1: Scheme illustrating the implementation of a 3×3 median lter based on
CPU, I1 (n1 , n2 ) represents an N1 ×N2 pre-processed image, where n1 ∈ [0, N1 −1]
and n2 ∈ [0, N2 − 1], I2 (n1 , n2 ) represents the corresponding output image.
1. Read the pre-processed image I1 (n1 , n2 ).
2. memcpy the input image I1 (n1 , n2 ) to the output image I2 (n1 , n2 ).
3. Dene a 3 × 3 array for the 3 × 3 window W .
4. for i = 1, 2, ..., N1 − 2
5. for j = 1, 2, ..., N2 − 2
6.
a) read corresponding 9 pixels from input image.
7.
b) I2 (i, j) = median(W )
8. end
9. end
The implementation of the 3 × 3 Median lter can be described as Table 3.1
shown. As can be seen from the table, the operations in each loop are independent
if there are enough 3 × 3 arrays. Thus the median lter can be implemented in
parallel based on GPU.
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FFT2

Basically, FFT2 can be implemented using the FFTW library based on CPU.
For the FFT2 based on GPU, the NVIDIA provides a Fast Fourier Transform
library called cuFFT which is designed to provide high performance on NVIDIA
GPU[28]. The FFT operations can be created and executed by calling cuFFT
library in the host code. Therefore, FFT2 can be implemented based on GPU
cuFFT library.
Radial histogram estimator

ω2

According to the description in chapter 2, the radial histogram estimator can be
implemented as Figure 3.2 shown.
F(ω1,ω2)

+

+

A(ω)

ω1
+

ω

Figure 3.2: The schematic illustration of the radial histogram estimator, where
the F (ω1 , ω2 ) represents the two demensional frequency response, A(ω) is the
radial frequency histogram and ω is the corresponding frequency.
After determining the two dimensional frequency response F (ω1 , ω2 ), The
magnitude A(ω) and the corresponding index(frequence ω ) are calculated for
each pixel according to
q

ω=

ω12 + ω22 ,

and

A(ω) = A(ω) + |F (ω1 , ω2 )|.

(3.1)
(3.2)

As we all know, two dimensional frequency response F (ω1 , ω2 ) is symmetrical and
therefore only half of it is considered.
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Obviously the operations for all pixels are independent and can be implemented in parallel based on GPU. Although the indexs for some pixels are identical and it is not possible to write to a memory at the same time, it still can be
optimized based on GPU via CUDA.
Conclusion

To sum up, the 3 × 3 median lter, the FFT2 and the radial histogram estimator
in the global analysis can be optimized based on GPU via CUDA. However, it
only cost tens of milliseconds to run this part based on CPU and therefore maybe
it is not necessary to speed up.

3.3 Local analysis
The local analysis can be implemented based on CPU as Table 3.2 shown. A
local image will be analyzed through a SMQT2, a FFT2 and a spectral features
estimator in each loop . All these operations for one local image are independent
of those of the others and therefore the local analysis can be implemented in
parallel based on GPU if there are enough 3 × 3 arrays.
Table 3.2: Scheme illustrating the implementation of the local analysis based on
CPU, Il (m1 , m2 ) represents an M1 × M2 local image, where m1 ∈ [0, M1 − 1] and
m2 ∈ [0, M2 − 1], M1+ and M2+ represents the length and the width of the zoomed
local image respectively.
1. Dene a M1 × M2 array for local size image Il (m1 , m2 ).
2. for i = 1, 2, ..., N1 − M1+
3. for j = 1, 2, ..., N2 − M2+
4.
a) Transfer the corresponding M1 × M2 pixels to the array.
5.
b) SMQT2
6.
c) FFT2
7.
d) Spectral features estimation
8. end
9. end

SMQT2

As described in the preprocessing, the operations in dierent levels of the SMQT
can not be implemented in parallel, but the mean calculations in the M QU s can
be optimized using parallel reduction based on GPU.
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FFT2

As described in the global analysis, FFT2 can be implemented using cuFFT
library which can be invoked in the host code. However, the FFT2 in the local
analysis is a device function while cuFFt library is not a device API. Therefore
cuFFT library can't be used for the implementation of FFT2 in the local analysis.
However, FFT2 can be regarded as two times one dimensional fast fourier
transform according to

F (µ, ν) =

=

M −1 N −1
1 XX
f (x, y)e−j2π(µx/M +νy/N )
MN 0 0
M −1
1 X
F1,y (f (x, y))e−j2πµx/M
M 0

(3.3)

= F1,y (F1,x (x, y))),
where F1,x and F1,y represents the x-axis and y-axis of one dimensional fast fourier
transform respectively. Each one dimensional fast fourier transformation can be
realized in parallel and therefore the FFT2 can also be optimized based on GPU
via CUDA.
Spectral features estimation

The spectral features estimation can be implemented based on CPU as Table 3.3
shown. After determining the frequency response Fl (ω1 , ω2 ) for the local image,
the amplitude function Absf (i, j) is calculated and considering the symmetry,
only half of the frequency response is used. Then all the peaks of Absf (i, j) will
be found. The dominant peak M axpeak and the corresponding coordinates (i, j)
will be stored. Meanwhile, the peakines Mx will be calculated using the following
equation

Pi
)/N,
(3.4)
PD
is the dominant peak and N is the number of

Mx = (Mx +
where Pi is one of the peaks, PD
peaks.
Conclusion

In general, the whole local analysis can be implemented as a kernel function and
several local image can be analyzed in parallel. For each local image, the SMQT2,
FFT2 and the spectral features estimation also can be optimized based on GPU
via CUDA. On the other hand, it costs 2 to 3 seconds (nearly 70%) to run the
local analysis and therefore it is the most necessary part to be implemented in
parallel based on GPU via CUDA.
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Table 3.3: Scheme illustrating the implementation of the spectral features estimation, Fl (ω1 , ω2 ) represents the frequency response of a local image with size
N × N.
1. Import the frequency response for the local image Fl (ω1 , ω2 ).
2. for i = 0, 1, ..., N2 + 1
3. for j = 0, 1, ..., N − 1
4.
Absf (i, j) = |Fl (i, j)|.
5. end
6. end
7. for i = 1, 2, ..., N2 + 1
8. for j = 0, 1, ..., N
9.
if Absf (i, j) is a peak
10.
if Absf (i, j) > M axpeak
11.
i. M axpeak = Absf (i, j)
12.
ii. Save coordnates (i, j)
13.
end if
14.
Calculate the peakines Mx
15.
end if
16. end
17. end
18. i = 0
19. for j = 1, 2, ..., N
20.
if Absf (i, j) is a peak and Absf (i, j) > M axpeak .
21.
if Absf (i, j) > M axpeak
22.
i. M axpeak = Absf (i, j)
23.
ii. Save coordnates (i, j)
24.
end if
25.
end if
26.
Calculate the peakines Mx .
27. end
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3.4 Matched Filtering
The Matched lter is designed based on the spectral features and the implementation based on CPU can be roughly described as Table 3.4 shown.
Table 3.4: Scheme illustrating the implementation of the matched ltering, Io (i, j)
denotes the output ngerprint image with size (N1 − M1+ ) × (N2 − M2+ ), where
M1+ ) and M2+ ) is the length and width of the zoomed local image respectively.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

i = 1, 2, ..., N1 − M1+
+
for j = 1, 2, ..., N2 − M2
Design a derectional lter
Binarize Io (i, j)

for

end
end

All the operations of the ltering in dierent loops are independent and thus
the matched ltering can be optimized using parallel operation based on GPU
via CUDA.
Conclusion

To sum up, the matched ltering part can be optimized using parallel operations
via CUDA. On the other hand, it costs about 1 seconds (nearly 25%) to run
this part in CPU and therefore it is necessary to implement the matched ltering
based on GPU via CUDA.
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Chapter 4
Thesis Part II: Implementation

In this chapter, the implementation aspects of the ngerprint enhancement system
based on GPU via CUDA are described. The whole implemented system consists
of four parts as chapter 3 described. Each section in this chapter describes each
part of the implemented system emphasize on the realization of the GPU functions
and the collaboration between the GPU and the CPU.
The whole system is implemented in C language using CUDA 8.0 toolkit in
visual studio. In addition, Matlab MexFile is also used for inputting the initial
ngerprint and outputting the nal enhanced ngerprint.

4.1 Pre-processing
Host(CPU)
start
Rend fingerprint
image I(n1,n2)

SMQT8
Pre-processing

X(n1,n2)=SMQT8{I(n1,n2)}

Figure 4.1: The block diagram of pre-processing, I(n1 , n2 ) represents an N1 × N2
ngerprint image, where n1 ∈ [0, N1 − 1] and n2 ∈ [0, N2 − 1], X(n1 , n2 ) denotes
the pre-processed SM QT8 image.
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As analysized in chapter 3, the pre-processing part is impossible and not
necessary to be implemented in parallel using GPU. As a result, the pre-processing
part is realized in CPU as Figure 4.1 shown.

4.2 Global Analysis
The implementation of global analysis can be shown as Figure 4.2. The median lter and the radial histogram estimator are implemented in GPU as two
kernel functions, the two dimensional Fast Fourier Transformation(FFT2) is implemented in GPU using CUDA library CUFFT and the smoothing part is implemented in GPU as a device function. Finally, the fundamental frequence ωf
is calculated in CPU as a host function.
X(n1,n2)

Global analysis

Host(CPU)

Memory allocation
and data transfer

Device(GPU)
Global Memory

Kernel call

Median Filter

CUFFT

FFT2

Kernel call

Radial histogram
estimator

Smoothing
Data transfer
arg maxωAH(ω)

ωf

Figure 4.2: The block diagram of global analysis, X(n1 , n2 ) represents the N1 ×
N2 pre-processed image, where n1 ∈ [0, N1 − 1] and n2 ∈ [0, N2 − 1].
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Median Filter

As Figure 4.3 shown, in the implementation of the 3×3 median lter, each CUDA
thread corresponds each pixel of the image except the edges and each CUDA block
corresponds each row of the image. Consequently, N1 − 2 threads and N2 − 2
blocks are invoked in the kernel. In addition, the edge values of the output image
are consistent with the corresponding edge values of the input.
N1

N2

Input image
X(n1,n2) in
texture memory

. . .

Block1

Block2

N2

BlockN
Output image
X2(n1,n2) in
global memory

N1

Figure 4.3: Scheme illustration of the median lter, where I(n1 , n2 ) a N1 × N2
ngerprint image.
The input image is saved in the CUDA texture to improve the performance
since it will be read only. The output image is saved in the global memory
as the input of FFT2. As the procedure of each thread shown in Figure 4.4,
each thread need a memory of size 3 × 3 and therefore a global memory of size
3 × 3 × (N1 − 2) × (N2 − 2) is needed.
Memory copy the
corresponding 3x3
pixel values to a 3x3
Window

Sort the 9 values of
the window

Write the fifth value
to the output memory

Figure 4.4: Scheme illustration of the procedure in each thread.
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cuFFT

As Figure 4.2 shown, cuFFT library is called in the host code to provide high
performance on NVIDIA GPUs. The usage of cuFFT library is similar to the
FFTW library which can be found in the CUDA C programming guide[3].
Radial Histogram Estimator

Global memory

As Figure 4.5 shown, in the implementation of the radial histogram estimator,
each CUDA thread corresponds each value of the frequency response F (ω1 , ω2 )
and each CUDA block corresponds each row. Due to the symmetry, only half of
the F (ω1 , ω2 ) is considered. Therefore, N1 threads and N2 blocks are invoked in
this kernel.

...

...

...

...

F(ω1,ω2)

A(ω) in the global memory

Figure 4.5: Scheme illustration of the implementation of the redial histogram
estimator based on GPU.
Each thread will calculate the magnitude and the corresponding ω (i.e. the
position in the global memory of A(ω)). And automicadd() is used to avoid
dierent threads write to the same memory at the same time.
Smoothing

The smoothing part is implemented as the following equations

tid = threadId.x + blockId.x × blockDim.x

(4.1)

and

A(tid) = (A(tid − 2) + A(tid − 1) + A(tid) + A(tid + 1) + A(tid + 2))/5, (4.2)
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where tid is the thread ID and A(tid) is the amplitude calculated by thread tid.
The A(ω) is stored in the global memory of size 256 and only 252 threads are
used. Since the smoothing is realized in a device function, the number of threads
and blocks that can be used is the same as that of the radial histogram estimator.

4.3 Windowing and Local Analysis
Based on the analysis in chapter 3, the windoing and the global analysis part is
implemented as Figure 4.6 shown. The pre-processed image X(n1 , n2 ) and the
fundamental frequence ωf are two inputs of this part.

X(n1, n2)

ωf

Host(CPU)

Memory allocation
and data transfer

Device(GPU)
Global Memory

Kernel call

Windowing

Kernel call

Data transformation

FFT2

Spectral features
estimator

Local analysis

SMQT2

Data transfer

Local spectral
features
Figure 4.6: The block diagram of windowing and local analysis, where X(n1 , n2 )
denotes the N1 × N2 pre-processed ngerprint image, where n1 ∈ [0, N1 − 1] and
n2 ∈ [0, N2 − 1]
As can be seen in Figure 4.6, the windowing and the local analysis are implemented in GPU as two kernel functions. And the local analysis consists of the
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data transformation, the SMQT2, the FFT2 and the spectral features estimator
which are implemented in GPU as device functions. Finally, the local spectral
features ωD,1 and ωD,2 are stored in the global memory of GPU.
Windowing

The purpose of windowing is to determine a 2D hamming window and the corresponding bias for the FFT2 in the local analysis.

...

Block1

...

. . .

...

Block2

BlockN

. . .

Shared Memory

. . .

M2

Global Memory for
the window

M1

Figure 4.7: The schematic illustration of the windowing
The windowing is implemented as Figure 4.7 shown. To determine a M1 × M2
hamming window where M1 and M2 is the length and width of the local image
respectively, M1 threads per block and M2 blocks are invoked. Each thread
corresponds each unit of the window and each block corresponds each row. The
procedure of each thread can be illustrated as Table 4.1 shown.
Table 4.1: Scheme illustrating the procedure of each thread. W denotes the
output window and S denotes the shared memory.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

i=threadId.x.
j=blockId.x.
tid=threadId.x+blockId.x × blockDim.x .
W(tid)=(0.54 − 0.46cos(2πi/M1 )) ∗ (0.54 − 0.46cos(2πj/M2 ))
S(i)=W(tid)

Meanwhile, each thread will store the value into the corresponding shared
memory. The sum of the values in the shared memory will be calculated using
parallel reduction and saved in the rst piece of the shared memory. Finally, the
average value is calculated and regarded as the bias of the window.
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Local Analysis

The local analysis is implemented as Figure 4.8 shown where each CUDA block
corresponds each local image. There are (N1 − M1+ ) × (N2 − M2+ ) local images
while there is not enough memory for these local images, where N1 and N2 is the
length and width of the ngerprint, M1+ and M2+ is the length and width of the
zoomed local image. As a result, b(N1 /M1+ )(N1 /M2+ )c CUDA blocks are invoked
and each block will deal with M1+ × M2+ local images.

Fingerprint in
texture memory
. . .

. . .

. . .
. . .

A consequent global memory for local images

Figure 4.8: The schematic illustration of the local analysis
Table 4.2: Scheme illustrating the procedure of each thread.
1. i=threadId.x; j=blockId.x; k=blockId.y.
2. for m = 0, 1, ..., M1+ − 1
3. for n = 0, 1, ..., M2+ − 1
+
+
4.
if ( j∗M1 + m <= N1 ) and ( i∗M2 + n <= N2 )
5.
a) Transfer the corresponding M1 × M2 pixels to the array.
6.
b) SMQT2
7.
c) FFT2
8.
d) Spectral features estimation
9.
end if
10. end
11. end
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Data Transformation

. ..

Local Image

The rst step in the Local analysis is to transfor the data of local image from
texture memory to a consequent global memory. For each local image, the implementation of the data transformation based on CUDA can be described as Figure
4.9 shown. Each thread reads a row of the local image from the texture memory
and writes to the corresponding global memory.

. ..

texture memory

The global memory for one local image

Figure 4.9: The schematic illustration of the data transformation

SMQT2

As analysis in chapter 3, the mean calculation of SM QT 2 in the local analysis
can be optimized using parallel reduction as Figure 4.10 shown.
The global memory for one local image

..
.

Shared memory

Figure 4.10: The schematic illustration of SMQT2
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Each thread will add the values in each row of the local image and save the
sum in the corresponding shared memory. To implement the parallel reduction
summation, a conict free sequential addressing is used as Figure 4.11 shown.
Each thread adds two values together and nally the sum will be saved in the
rst piece of the memory.
Shared
memory

. . .

Thread ID

. . .
...

Figure 4.11: The schematic illustration of the parallel reduction summation

FFT2

The implementation of FFT2 can be illustrated in Figure 4.12.
Transpose
FFT

. . .
. . .

. . .

Local Image Il(m1,m2)

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

FFT

Transpose back

Figure 4.12: The schematic illustration of FFT2
Each thread will perform an one-dimensional FFT for each row of data and
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copy the values to the corresponding columns. Afterwords, each thread will perform an one-dimensional FFT for each row of data again and transpose the values
back.
Spectral features estimator

N

...

Fl (ω1,ω2)

The implementation of the spectral features estimator based on GPU can be
illustrated in Figure 4.13.

...

N
N+1
Shared memory

Figure 4.13: The schematic illustration of the spectral features estimator
As described in chapter 3, only half of the frequency response Fl (ω1 , ω2 ) is
used. Each thread corresponds each row except the rst value and the last thread
corresponds half of the rst column except the DC component. Each thread will
nd out the maximum peak of each row and the corresponding spectral features,
and then store them in the corresponding shared memory. Finally the rst thread
will be used to nd out the dominant peak of these peaks in the shared memory
and the corresponding features. In addition, these maximum peaks of each row
stored in the shared memory will be used to calculate the peakines Mx using the
following equation
Pi
)/N,
(4.3)
Mx = (Mx +
PD
where N is the number of peaks. However, The peakines Mx calculation for
the GPU-based spectral features estimator is a little dierent from that of CPUbased spectral features estimator, because only the maximum peaks of each row
are used for the calculation rather than all the peaks.
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4.4 Matched Filtering
As Figure 4.14 shown. The matched ltering is implemented based on GPU as a
kernel function.

Matched Filtering

Host(CPU)

Memory allocation
and data transfer
Kernel call

Device(GPU)
Global Memory

Matched Filtering

Data transfer

Io(n1,n2)

Figure 4.14: The block diagram of matched ltering.
As described in chapter 3, each directional lter will be designed to Binarize
each value of the output Io (n1 , n2 ). And a 32 × 32 memory is needed for each
lter but there is no enough memory. As a result, b(N1 /M1+ )(N1 /M2+ )c blocks are
invoked and each block will design lters and binarize the corresponding values
as Table 4.3 shown.
Table 4.3: Scheme illustrating the implementation of the matched ltering, Io (i, j)
denotes the output ngerprint image with size (N1 − M1+ ) × (N2 − M2+ ), where
M1+ ) and M2+ ) is the length and width of the zoomed local image respectively.
1. i=blockId.x; j=blockId.y.
2. for m = 0, 1, ..., M1+ − 1
3. for n = 0, 1, ..., M2+ − 1
4.
Design a derectional lter
5.
Binarize Io (i + m, j + n)
6. end
7. end
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results

The whole implemented system was tested on many ngerprint images from the
FVC2000 databases[29]. The ngerprint images from dierent databases have
dierent sizes and characteristics since they were obtained from dierent sensors.
The hardware specications for experiments are listed in table 5.1 and the
experimental results of pre-processing, global analysis, local analysis and matched
ltering are showed in the following sections respectively which mainly include
two parts:
 The enhanced ngerprints of the system implemented in GPU together with
those of the system implemented in CPU.
 The computing time of the system implemented in GPU together with that
of the system implemented CPU.

Table 5.1: The hardware specications for experiments
CPU

Intel Xeon E5-1620 (3.5GHz)

GPU

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080

OS

Windows 10 Eduaction 64-bit

5.1 Pre-processing
Since the whole pre-processing part is implemented in CPU, only the CPU results
are displayed as Figure 5.1 shown. Meanwhile, the computing time of the three
corresponding samples in the pre-processing is listed in table 5.2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

Figure 5.1: Some results of the pre-processing. First row: Original images, (from
left) 102_8 FVC2000 db1b, 101_7 FVC2000 db2b, 104_6 FVC2000 db4b. Second row: the corresponding results of pre-processing.

Table 5.2: Computing Time of the three corresponding samples in the preprocessing. All the ngerprints is chosen from FVC2000.
Databases
Time (ms)

102_8

101_7

104_6

db1b

db2b

db4b

2

2.2

1.8
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5.2 Global analysis
After testing several ngerprints, the fundamental area sizes Lf together with the
computing time T (ms) of the global analysis for both CPU based implemented
system and GPU based implemented system are listed in table 5.3.
Table 5.3: The estimated fundamental area size Lf and the computing time
T (ms) of the global analysis for both implemented system. All the ngerprints
are chosen from FVC2000.
102_8

101_7

104_6

101_3

104_5

109_3

db1b

db2b

db4b

db1b

db2b

db4b

Lf

10

11

9

11

9

7

T

10.4

11.8

7.6

11.2

12.2

7.2

Lf

10

11

9

11

9

7

T

9.0

11.6

7.2

9.0

11.4

6.6

Databases
CPU
GPU

5.3 Local Analysis and Matched Filtering
Some examples of the enhanced ngerprints for both CPU based system and GPU
based system are shown in Figure 5.2. In addition, the computing time T (ms)
for both systems in local analysis and matched ltering is listed in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: The computing time T (ms) of the local analysis and the matched ltering for both implemented system. All the ngerprints are chosen from FVC2000.
102_8

101_7

104_6

101_3

104_5

109_3

db1b

db2b

db4b

db1b

db2b

db4b

CPU

2051.2

2137.2

1664.6

2069.2

2028.4

1515.6

GPU

1154.4

1095.3

1029.2

1071.4

1191.8

1050.0

CPU

1216.2

1109.4

593.6

1129.0

794.4

279.6

GPU

348.4

264.2

280.6

271.0

423.6

177.8

Databases
Local
Filter
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 5.2: Examples of the nal enhanced ngerprint image. First row: Original images, (from left) 102_8 FVC2000 db1b, 101_7 FVC2000 db2b, 104_6
FVC2000 db4b. Second row: the corresponding enhanced ngerprint images
based on CPU. Third row: the corresponding enhanced ngerprint images based
on GPU via CUDA.

Chapter 6
Results Analysis and Discussion

This section mainly discusses the speeding up performance of the system implemented with CUDA. Speedup ratio is employed for evaluating the performance
of speeding up the system [30]. Speedup ratio is calculated according to

Speedup ratio =

T original
,
T parallel

(6.1)

where the execution time of the original algorithm only implemented in CPU is
denoted as Toriginal, while the execution time of CUDA based system is denoted
as Tparallel. In addition, this article hypothesizes that the size of the ngerprint
and the period size of local analysis probably inuences the speedup ratio. Hence
these parameters are considered in this section.
Nine ngerprint images with dierent image size are enhanced by system respectively based on GPU and CPU. Table 6.1 shows the results of experiments.
In Table 6.1, the execution time and speed up ratio of each stage of the system
are given. It is stressed that the total execution time is not equal to the sum of
execution time of each stage. Because the total execution includes the time of
data transmission, initialization and memory allocation which is not belong to
any stage.
From Table 6.1, it can be observed that the system implemented with CUDA
performs better in execution time of whole system and each stage. It is worth
noting that because the preprocessing stage is not parallelized. The speedup ratio
of preprocessing of every experiment is 1. Figure 6.1 introduces the execution time
of each stage of system implemented with CUDA or CPU. Figure 6.2 shows the
speedup ratio of each stage and the whole system. As Figure 6.1 shows, local
analysis and matched ltering take the majority of execution time. In addition,
comparing to the ohter two stages, much more execution time is reduced in local
analysis and matched ltering. The chapters about background knowledge and
system implementation have mentioned that local analysis and matched ltering
perform tens of thousands of loops. CUDA can parallelize the project and reduce
the number of loops. Hence, the local analysis and matched ltering are improved
a lot. It also can be veried by Figure 6.2, where the speedup ratio of local analysis
is much more higher than the other two stages.
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Table 6.1: Result of experiments. The ngerprints of experiments with the Image size 364 × 256: (from top) 101_7F V C2000db2b, 105_5F V C2000db2b,
104_5F V C2000db2b.The ngerprints with size 300 × 300:(from top)
101_3F V C2000db1b, 102_8F V C2000db1b, 106_3F V C2000db1b.
The ngerprints with 324 × 240:(from top)104_6F V C2000db4b, 103_3F V C2000db4b,
109_3F V C2000db4b.
Stages
Preprocessing
Global Analysis
Local Analysis
Matched Filtering
Total
Stages
Preprocessing
Global Anaysis
Local Analysis
Matched Filtering
Total
Stages
Preprocessing
Global Analysis
Local Analysis
Matched Filtering
Total

Image Size 364 × 256
Priod size 11
Time(ms)
Ratio
CPU
CUDA
2.2
2.2
1.0
11.8
11.6
1.017
2137.2
1095.3
1.951
1109.3
264.2
4.199
3253.6
1381.2
2.356
Image Size 364 × 256
Priod size 10
Time(ms)
Ratio
CPU
CUDA
2.2
2.2
1.0
12.0
11.8
1.017
2083.8
1309.4
1.592
1117.4
343.6
3.252
3225.2
1668.8
1.933
Image Size 364 × 256
Priod size 9
Time(ms)
Ratio
CPU
CUDA
2.2
2.2
1.0
12.2
11.4
1.070
2028.4
1191.8
1.702
794.4
423.6
1.875
2880.6
1634.4
1.763

Image Size 300 × 300
Priod size 11
Time(ms)
Ratio
CPU
CUDA
2.0
2.0
1.0
11.2
9.0
1.244
2069.2
1071.4
1.931
1129.0
271.0
4.166
3289.4
1359.4
2.420
Image Size 300 × 300
Priod size 10
Time(ms)
Ratio
CPU
CUDA
2.2
2.2
1.0
10.4
9.0
1.156
2051.2
1154.4
1.777
1216.2
348.4
3.491
3298.4
1518.8
2.172
Image Size 300 × 300
Priod size 9
Time(ms)
Ratio
CPU
CUDA
2
2
1.0
9.4
9.4
1.000
1971.8
1280.6
1.631
747.6
392.6
1.904
2724.7
1615.6
1.687

Image Size 324 × 240
Priod size 9
Time(ms)
Ratio
CPU
CUDA
1.8
1.8
1.0
7.6
7.2
1.056
1664.4
1029.2
1.617
593.6
280.6
2.116
2317.5
1303.0
1.779
Image Size 324 × 240
Priod size 8
Time(ms)
Ratio
CPU
CUDA
1.6
1.6
1.0
7.0
6.8
1.029
1574.8
1005.5
1.566
520.4
181.8
2.862
2086.8
1200.0
1.739
Image Size 324 × 240
Priod size 7
Time(ms)
Ratio
CPU
CUDA
2.2
2.2
1.0
7.2
6.6
1.091
1515.6
1050.0
1.443
279.6
177.8
1.5726
1768.7
1240.6
1.426

Figure 6.1: Execution time of each stage implemented with CUDA or CPU.
Execution time of each stage is the average execution time of nine experiments.
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Figure 6.2: Speedup ratio of each stage and the whole system.Speedup ratio of
each stage and the whole system is the average speedup ratio of nine experiments.

6.1 Image Dierence Analysis
The CUDA programmed ngerprint enhancement method normally should have
the same quality of the enhanced ngerprint as the CPU programmed method.
However, in order to paralyze the codes and speed up the system as much as
possible, some parts of the original CPU programmed system are modied in
this paper. Firstly, thesis paper uses oat type data in programming to improve
eciency while original CPU programmed method uses a double type. Secondly,
original method calculates the noise based on each peak magnitude of the local
area. The original method needs to calculate the new nosie when a new peak
is found. This computing method can not be parallelized. Hence, as paper
mentioned in Chapter 4, this article utilizes the maximum peak magnitude of
each row of the local area to calculate the noise of this local area. In theory,
employing the proposed computing method can obtain the accurate noise as well.
However, these modications may lead to some dierences between the enhanced
ngerprints gained by the methods implemented with CUDA and CPU. Figure
6.3 give the examples of dierences between the enhanced ngerprint.
The dierences are based on the deviation of the data of two dierent methods.
It is found from Figure 6.3 (i) that the dierences mainly locate at edge of the
ngerprint. Because two methods employ dierent noise computing methods, the
dierent methods aect that whether the data of the edge of the ngerprint is
regarded as noise or not. However, it can be observed form Figure 6.3 that the
whole ngerprints respectively enhanced by method implemented with CPU and
CUDA are nearly the same.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 6.3: Examples of the dierences between the ngerprints enhaned by
method respectively implemented with CPU and CUDA. Fingerprints: (from
left) 102_8F V C2000db1b, 101_7F V C2000db2b, 104_6F V C2000db4b Top row:
Enhancemrnt with original method implemented with CPU. Middle row: Enhancemrnt with method implemented with CUDA. Bottom row: The dierences
between the ngerprints enhaned by method respectively implemented with CPU
and CUDA.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, an existing ngerprint enhancement system is analyzed and implemented based on GPU via CUDA to reduce the computing time. Several ngerprints from the FVC2000 databases are tested through the implemented system.
The results in terms of computing time are listed compared with the corresponding results of the CPU based system. Meanwhile, the enhanced ngerprints of
both CPU based system and GPU based system are shown for comparison. From
the analysis of the experimental result, it can be concluded as follows:
 The pre-processing and the global analysis is not necessary to be implemented in parallel based on GPU via CUDA since it only costs a few milliseconds to run this two parts and nearly does not speed up.
 The local analysis is the most time consuming part(nearly 70%) and it
speeded up nearly 40.8% (1.69 speed-up radio) on the average using GPU
via CUDA.
 The matched ltering is also a time consuming part(nearly 30%) and it
speeded up nearly 64.6% (2.826 speed-up radio) on the average using GPU
via CUDA.
 The enhanced ngerprints of the GPU based system are nearly the same as
those of CPU based system.
As paper mentioned in the chapter 3, local spectral features are estimated
in local analysis and matched lter is designed based on these local features in
each local area. It can be observed from the experiments that the estimated local
spectral features of adjacent local areas are nearly the same. In addition, the
same matched lters are employed for these neighbouring local areas. Thus, local
analysis and matched lter designing need to be performed only once for these adjacent areas. According to this observation, the ngerprint enhancement method
mentioned in this paper can be modied in the future. The modied method can
determine the location and size of these neighbouring areas which have the same
local spectral features and then perform the local analysis and matched ltering
only once for these adjacent areas. The modication may improve the eciency
of the method.
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